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Vision-Mission: FY20
INVEST Vision /Mission 2017-18

Vision (what are we building); FY20
INVEST will continue to be the leading Asian Association of Value Professionals.

Mission (why does INVEST exist); FY20
* Promote * Advocate * Certify * Educate

Objectives (measurable); FY18
* Increase in Chapters & membership by 15%
* Increase VMA/CVS certification by 10% & retain
* Provide global presence by active participation & hosting conferences.
Founded in October 1977 as a National Body

Affiliated to SAVE International in 1995

Engaged in Promotion, Advocating, Certification & Education (PACE) of VM for the benefit of industries and Societies in India

Supported by four Zonal Councils and 8 Chapters
Agenda
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Promote
- Organized Annual National Conference
- Trophies for best VE practicing organization
- Medal to individual recognized for promoting
- Awards: Recognized young Paper Presenter & Best VE Project

Advocate

Certify

Educate

Intensive awareness programs across the country
Branded VE as a product through professional bodies like CII, QCFI
Conducted VE Awareness, Module I (18 Nos.), Module II (Nil)
Certified VE Practitioners for VMA/CVS
Introduced VE in syllabus of Engineering Colleges
Maintained INVEST website (www.invest-in.org)
Took up specific consultancy in VE projects
Published quarterly INVAVE Journal
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Promote
32nd INVEST conference – VE the Game changer; Nov. 2016
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Handa Golden key award</td>
<td>Best organization demonstrating the application of VE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Vasant Rao Trophy</td>
<td>2nd best VE organization demonstrating the application of VE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutaiah Kasi Trophy</td>
<td>Best organization, in Construction demonstrating application of VE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohtas prize</td>
<td>Best VE project on &quot;Innovative ideas”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soundaram Kannapan Gold medal</td>
<td>Maximum Nos. of VE sessions conducted by an Individual in a year for promotion of VE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Activities : 2016-17 (PACE)

Advocate
3rd International VE conference by Pirano International Institute in Tehran (Iran) on 2nd & 3rd Jan ’17.

The VDI (German Association of Engineers) Conference was held in Munich, Germany on 26th and 27th April 2016
Western Zonal Council organises “The CXO’s Meet”
INVEST’s global presence
A 5-day VE workshop was held for the oil giant of Malaysia-PETRONAS in Kuala Lumpur from 4 to 8 April '16.

A 5-day Module VE workshop for an Electric company in Tehran, Iran from 28th May to 1st June '16.
A Module-I workshop was held for Petronas in Malaysia from 5th to 9th Dec. ’16
Agenda (INVEST)
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Certify

CVS
Module I Workshop and Module II Seminar

• No. of Mod - I workshop conducted in 2016 -17 in India = 18

• No. of Mod - I workshop conducted in 2016 -17 internationally = 3

• No. of Mod - II Seminar conducted in 2016 -17 in India = Nil
40 hrs. Module- I E workshop
Membership – 1236 includes Corporate, Life, Individual and Student members

Total AVS/VMA – 2008

Active CVS – 12

CVS accredited to conduct Module I - 10

CVS accredited to conduct Module I & II - 3

Status as on August 29, 2017
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Educate
International Value Engineering Academic Summit – 2017 was held in Dayanand Sagar College from 3rd to 5th March ’17
One Day Value Engineering Workshop at Thiagarajar College of Engg., Madurai

INVEST Academic Workshop at Agni College of Technology
Birth Day Celebration of Lawrence D Miles
Birth Day Celebration of Charles W. Bytheway

FAVE 2017
A KNOWLEDGE SHARING SESSION ON
FUNCTION ANALYSIS IN VE

Maximum value at minimum cost

Venue: Centre for Excellence Date: 13th Feb 2017

Participants: TATA STEEL TATA MOTORS TIF JUSCO
THE TINPLATE COMPANY OF INDIA LIMITED
Quiz competition on Functions & FAST
VE books by INVEST member

Authored by
Mr. Anil K. Mukhopadhyaya, CVS-Life, (anilm13@rediffmail.com)

1. VE Concepts, Techniques & Applications
2. VE Mastermind – Concept to Certification
3. FAST-A Stimulating Tool
4. Cost Engineering
INVAVE Quarterly e-Magazine

- Published by INVEST Editorial Board
- Articles, case studies on VE
- Announcement of future VE programs & Conferences
- Reports VE events & programs

INVEST continues to publish its quarterly magazine “INVAVE” for the consecutive 37th year
INVEST continues to maintain its website www.invest-in.org for consecutive 22nd year.

The Indian Value Engineering Society established in October 1977, serves Indian Industry by dissemination of specialized knowledge to professionals, who in turn help industries to improve their profitability through the technique of Value Engineering.

INVEST organizes awareness training programs and workshops conducted by Certified Value Specialists and other experts from both within and outside the country. INVEST conferences provide an exciting forum for exchange of knowledge among active practitioners, which help them adopt and innovate in their areas of work.
VE has spread from manufacturing to construction process & Education sectors

29% Increase in Active AVS/VMA population over 2015-16

Participation in SAVE & it’s affiliate VE societies Annual conferences

Promotion of VE in Public Sector

Total CVS population is 12 – to be increased by 50%

Summary of 2016-17
(Achievements & Shortcomings)
INVEST announces 33rd International VE Conference
24th & 25th November, 2017 in Kolkata

Theme: Value Engineering for sustainable inclusive growth

Book your calendar
Thank you!

We cordially invite you to 33 Conference 2017 in Kolkata, India..

Please join us to have a wonderful experience